
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE FOURTH CIRCUIT 

In the Matter of a * 
  No.  04-20-90073   

Judicial Complaint  * 

Under 28 U.S.C. § 351 * 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Complainant brings this judicial complaint against a circuit judge pursuant to the 

Judicial Conduct and Disability Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 351-364, which provides an 

administrative remedy for judicial conduct that is “prejudicial to the effective and 

expeditious administration of the business of the courts.”  28 U.S.C. § 351(a).  Complainant 

also requests, without making any specific factual allegations, that seven additional judges 

— six circuit judges and one district judge — be investigated and removed from the bench 

for “treason[,] fraud[,] collusion[,] and conspiracy.” 

Complainant previously filed complaints Nos. 04-20-90044, 04-20-90045, and 04-

20-90046 against three circuit judges.  The circuit judge named in complainant’s instant

judicial complaint dismissed those prior complaints. 

In his instant judicial complaint, complainant alleges that the circuit judge 

erroneously stated that complainant had been convicted of narcotics and firearms offenses.  

Complainant asserts that the circuit judge was “misinformed” in stating this, because the 

indictment against complainant in that criminal case contained “jurisdictional defects.”  

According to complainant, the circuit judge is “incompetent and bias[ed],” and acts as part 

of a “judicial cartel” that threatens the Constitution.  Pursuant to this conspiracy, 
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complainant says, “federal judges turn a blind eye to all[e]gations against fell[o]w federal 

judges.” 

Under 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(1)(A)(ii), claims that are “directly related to the merits of 

a decision or procedural ruling” are not subject to review through a complaint of judicial 

misconduct.  To avoid the merits-related bar, a misconduct claim must contain “clear and 

convincing evidence of an arbitrary and intentional departure from, or willful indifference 

to prevailing law.”  In re Memorandum of Decision, 517 F.3d 558, 562 (U.S. Jud. Conf. 

2008).  

The commentary to Rule 4 of the Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability 

Proceedings makes clear that the merits-related bar applies to a judge’s determination of a 

judicial complaint.  The commentary states:  “The phrase ‘decision or procedural ruling’ is 

not limited to rulings issued in deciding Article III cases or controversies.  Thus, a 

complaint challenging the correctness of a chief judge’s determination to dismiss a prior 

misconduct complaint would be properly dismissed as merits-related — in other words, as 

challenging the substance of the judge’s administrative determination to dismiss the 

complaint — even though it does not concern the judge’s rulings in Article III litigation.” 

Misconduct may also be based upon a showing that the judge’s rulings were 

motivated by bias or other improper motive, but the claim must be supported by sufficient 

evidence to raise an inference that misconduct has occurred and cannot be based on mere 

speculation.  See 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(1)(A)(iii); In re Doe, 2 F.3d 308, 311 (8th Cir. 1993) 

(judicial complaint process may not be used to pursue speculative claims). 
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Complainant has failed to present, and the records do not disclose, any evidence of 

misconduct.  That is, there is no evidence of bias, some other improper motive, or an 

arbitrary and intentional departure from, or willful indifference to prevailing law.  The 

records of complainant’s cases show that complainant was indeed convicted of narcotics 

and firearms offenses, and thus that the circuit judge’s challenged statement to that effect 

was correct.  Complainant may not pursue his disagreement with the circuit judge’s 

decision through a complaint of judicial misconduct. 

Complainant’s request that the seven other judges be investigated is rejected for lack 

of any factual allegations.    

Accordingly, this judicial complaint is dismissed as merits-related and lacking in 

evidentiary support.  See 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(1)(A)(ii) & (iii).  

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

 

       __________________________ 
       Robert B. King 
          Circuit Judge∗ 

 
∗Acting in place of the Chief Judge, pursuant to Rule 25(f), Rules for Judicial-

Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings. 


